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Spiritual Gifts Test
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Step One
____________________________________________________________________________

For each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVER

1. I have a desire
to speak direct
messages from
God that
encourage and
comfort others.

2. I enjoy relating
to a certain group
of people over a
long period of
time, sharing
personally in
their successes
and failures.

3. People have
told me that I
have helped them
learn about the
Bible in a
meaningful way.

4. I have applied
Biblical truth
effectively to
situations in my
own life.

5. Others have
told me that I
have helped them
distinguish key
facts of Scripture.

6. I regularly
verbally
encourage the
discouraged.

For each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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7. Others have
commented that I
am able to see
through fakeness
before it’s
evident to other
people.

8. I manage
money well in
order to tithe and
give generously
to what God is
doing in our
Church.

9. I enjoy helping
our leaders so
they can focus on
their essential
tasks.

10. I have a
desire to work
with those who
have physical
and mental
problems to
alleviate their
suffering.

11. I love relating
to cultures very
different than
mine, even when
there’s a
language barrier.

12. I have led
others to Jesus.

13. My home is
always open to
people who need
a place to stay.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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14. In group 
settings, I’m 
usually the one 
others look to for 
direction. 

15. When I speak, 
people seem to 
listen and agree. 

16. I tend to bring 
organization to 
groups I am a 
part of. 

17. Others can 
point to specific 
instances where 
my prayers have 
resulted in visible 
miracles. 

18. Speaking the 
Name of the 
Jesus, I have 
been used to 
rebuke sickness 
and see people 
healed instantly.

19. I regularly 
speak in tongues.

20. I almost 
always speak in 
tongues at some 
point when I pray. 

21. I regularly 
give to the 
homeless and 
volunteer in 
shelters.  

22. I am single 
and I enjoy it. 

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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23. I regularly 
pray throughout 
the entire day.  

24. I have 
confronted evil 
spirits and they 
have obeyed me. 

25. I enjoy 
volunteering for 
special tasks at 
Church. 

26. I have foretold 
future events in 
prophetic word 
by revelation of 
the Holy Spirit. 

27. I enjoy 
leading a 
Connect Group 
or pastoring 
those on my 
team.

28. I believe I can 
teach the New 
Testament 
Doctrine of the 
Church in a 
relevant way. 

29. I can 
intuitively arrive 
at solutions to 
fairly complicated 
problems. 

30. I have had 
spiritual insights 
that others said 
brought them 
closer to God.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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31. I’m excellent 
at gathering and 
motivating teams. 

32. I can “see” 
the anointing of 
God on people.

33. My charitable 
tax receipts show 
that I give more 
than 10% of my 
income to what 
God is doing in 
our Church. 

34. Other people 
have told me that 
I helped them 
become more 
effective in their 
ministry. 

35. I have cared 
for others when 
they needed 
food, clothing, 
shelter, and 
immediate 
financial 
assistance. 

36. I’ve thought 
about learning 
another language 
in order to 
minister to 
people in a 
different culture. 

37. I never shy 
away from telling 
non-believers 
about how good 
Jesus is. 

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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38. I enjoy taking
the lead at social
gatherings.

39. I have prayed
and believed God
for the
impossible and
have seen Him do
it in tangible
ways.

40. Other
Christians trust
my leadership
and believe in
what God has
deposited in me.

41. I love the
details of
organizing
people, ideas,
resources, and
time for ministry.

42. I regularly
pray for miracles
and supernatural
breakthrough.

43. I enjoy
praying for sick
people because I
know many of
them will be
healed.

44. When I speak
in tongues, I feel
the Holy Spirit
pouring
supernatural
strength into me.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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45. I always 
speak in tongues 
when I don’t 
know how to 
pray.

46. Living simply 
so that I can give 
to others excites 
me.

47. Other people 
have noticed that 
I am somewhat 
indifferent about 
marriage. 

48. When I hear 
about someone 
else’s need, I 
remember to pray 
for that person 
for days. 

49. I have sensed 
that someone 
was under attack 
or being 
harassed by a 
demonic force.

50. I don’t have 
many special 
skills, but I love 
doing whatever 
needs to be done 
at Church.

51. People have 
told me that I 
have prayed or 
spoken timely 
prophetic words 
from the Holy 
Spirit. 

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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52. I enjoy 
speaking at 
Connect Group 
or giving 
guidance and 
direction to 
Teams.

53. I love 
studying 
theological topics 
and reading 
theological 
books.

54. When a 
person has a 
problem I can 
guide them to the 
best Biblical 
solution. 

55. Between my 
study and 
experience, I 
have learned how 
God uses and 
equips people to 
live purposefully.

56. People often 
come to me and 
tell me how God 
used me to bring 
healing, help, and 
restoration in 
their lives. 

57. I am almost 
always right 
when discerning 
whether or not 
people are being 
demonically 
attacked.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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58. When I am
moved to give to
our Church, I
usually find the
money that I feel I
need to give.

59. I love
supporting our
leads by taking
care of small
tasks.

60. I enjoy
pastoral care
ministry like
visiting hospitals
or retirement
homes.

61. Some of my
best friends of
late are from
another country
where they speak
a different
language.

62. Non-
Christians have
expressed
interest in
coming to church
when I have
invited them.

63. When people
come to my
house or
apartment, they
say that they
“feel at home.”

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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64. I believe in 
others hopes and 
dreams even 
when they don’t 
believe in 
themselves.

65. When I set 
goals, others 
seem to accept 
them readily. 

66. I am excellent 
at setting and 
accomplishing 
goals for the 
group. 

67. God regularly 
seems to do 
impossible things 
through my life.

68. Others have 
told me that God 
healed them of 
deep emotional 
wounds when I 
prayed for them 
and encouraged 
them.

69. When I speak 
in tongues, the 
Holy Spirit gives 
me new words 
that are 
distinguishable 
from other 
tongues.

70. I always 
encourage others 
to speak in 
tongues.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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71. I’m not poor 
but I can identify 
with poor people.

72. I’m glad I 
have more time 
to serve the Lord 
because I’m 
single.

73. Praying for 
others is one of 
my favorite 
things to do.

74. Others call 
me when they 
suspect someone 
is battling a 
demonic attack.

75. Others have 
mentioned that I 
seem to enjoy 
detailed tasks.

76. I often have a 
strong sense of 
what God wants 
to say to 
someone in a 
unique situation.

77. I have helped 
others by giving 
them specific 
scripture verses 
for their situation. 

78. When I teach 
people about the 
Bible I see 
changes in their 
perspectives. 

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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79. I am able to 
apply Scriptures 
to people’s 
unique 
situations. 

80. I study and 
read a lot in order 
to understand 
Biblical truth.

81. I have a 
desire to counsel 
the perplexed or 
addicted.

82. I recognize 
false doctrine 
easily. 

83. I am so 
confident that 
God will meet all 
my needs that I 
often give 
sacrificially.

84. When I do 
things behind the 
scenes and 
others are 
blessed, I am 
joyful. 

85. People call on 
me to help those 
who are in need.

86. I would be 
willing to leave 
comfortable 
surroundings if it 
would enable me 
to share Christ 
with more people.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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87. I get 
frustrated when 
others don’t 
seem to share 
their faith with 
unbelievers as 
much as I do.

88. Others have 
mentioned to me 
that I am a very 
hospitable.  

89. I am often 
able to see the 
big picture.

90. When I join a 
group, others 
seem to back off 
and expect me to 
take leadership.

91. I am able to 
give directions to 
others without 
using pressure or 
persuasion. 

92. People have 
told me that God 
used me to bring 
supernatural 
change in their 
lives. 

93. I recently 
prayed for 
someone and 
they were healed.

94. I speak in 
tongues 
whenever I am 
faced with 
difficulty. 

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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95. I speak in 
tongues at 
Church when we 
pray.

96. Others tell me 
I sacrifice much 
materially in 
order to minister 
to others.

97. I have little 
difficulty 
controlling my 
sexual desires.

98. Others have 
told me that my 
prayers for them 
have been 
answered. 

99. Other people 
have been 
instantly set free 
from whatever 
was bothering 
them when I 
prayed.

100. I prefer 
being active and 
serving rather 
than sitting or 
reading or 
listening to a 
speaker. 

101. I sometimes 
feel like I know 
what God wants 
me to do at an 
exact moment 
while I’m 
ministering. 

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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102. I have 
helped people 
come back to 
Church who had 
lost their way.

103. I find 
studying and 
teaching the 
Bible fulfilling.

104. I have felt 
God’s peace 
when I made 
decisions while 
leading others.

105. I have the 
ability to discover 
truths.

106. I have urged 
others to seek a 
Biblical solution 
for their 
suffering.

107. I have faith 
that, while I’m 
speaking in 
tongues, the Holy 
Spirit is at work.

108. I have 
personally 
sacrificed in 
order to give to 
Church.

109. When I serve 
the Lord, I really 
don’t care who 
gets the credit.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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110. I enjoy
spending time
with the lonely,
forgotten, or
those in prison.

111. I have a
strong desire to
see people from
other countries
come to Jesus.

112. I am
attracted to non
believers
because of my
desire to win
them to Christ.

113. I have a
desire to make
my home
available to the
Lord’s work.

114. Others have
told me that I am
a visionary.

115. When I am in
charge, things
tend to run
smoothly.

116. I love
bearing the
responsibility for
tasks at Church.

117. I love
praying for the
sick.

118. When I pray
for the sick, I get
excited.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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119. When I
speak in tongues,
it often leads to
powerful times of
prayer and
revelation in
God’s presence.

120. I speak in
tongues almost
every day.

121. Poor people
don’t think I’m
snobby or uppity
—they aren’t
intimidated by
me.

122. I have never
been really
bothered about
being single.

123. God
frequently speaks
to me and I have
learned His voice.

124. Demons
don’t intimidate
me at all.

125. I respond
cheerfully when
asked to do a job,
even if it seems
menial.

(3) MUCH (2) SOME (1) LITTLE (0) NEVERFor each 
statement, mark to 
what extent it is 
true of your life: 
MUCH, SOME, 
LITTLE, or NOT 
AT ALL. 
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Step Two
____________________________________________________________________________

In the grid below, enter the numerical value for each of your responses next to the 
number of the corresponding statement from Step One. 

Much = 3 Some = 2 Little = 1 Not At All = 0

Next, add up the five numbers that you recorded in each row and place the sum in the 
“Total” column. 

Rows Total Gift

Row A 1 = 26 = 51 = 76 = 101 = Pastoring

Row B 2 = 27 = 52 = 77 = 102 = Prophecy

Row C 3 = 28 = 53 = 78 = 103 = Teaching

Row D 4 = 29 = 54 = 79 = 104 = Wisdom

Row E 5 = 30 = 55 = 80 = 105 = Knowledge

Row F 6 = 31 = 56 = 81 = 106 = Exhorting

Row G 7 = 32 = 57 = 82 = 107 = Discerning

Row H 8 = 33 = 58 = 83 = 108 = Giving

Row I 9 = 34 = 59 = 84 = 109 = Helps

Row J 10 = 35 = 60 = 85 = 110 = Mercy

Row K 11 = 36 = 61 = 86 = 111 = Missions

Row L 12 = 37 = 62 = 87 = 112 = Witnessing

Row M 13 = 38 = 63 = 88 = 113 = Hospitality

Row N 14 = 39 = 64 = 89 = 114 = Faith

Row O 15 = 40 = 65 = 90 = 115 = Leadership

Row P 16 = 41 = 66 = 91 = 116 = Admin

Row Q 17 = 42 = 67 = 92 = 117 = Miracles

Row R 18 = 43 = 68 = 93 = 118 = Healing

Row S 19 = 44 = 69 = 94 = 119 = Tongues

Row T 20 = 45 = 70 = 95 = 120 = Praying In 
The Spirit

Rows
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Row U 21 = 46 = 71 = 96 = 121 = Contented
ness and 
Ministry to 
Poor

Row V 22 = 47 = 72 = 97 = 122 = Celibacy

Row W 23 = 48 = 73 = 98 = 123 = Prayer

Row X 24 = 49 = 74 = 99 = 124 = Power 
Ministry 

Row Y 25 = 50 = 75 = 100 = 125 = Service 

Total GiftRows




